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1、SYMBOLS 

 
Lifting                           Tools position   

      
 

                                                

吊     

 
 

                 
 

Vertical view 

the angle between the hoisting rope and horizontal 
line should be at least 45º 
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1、SYMBOLS 

 

   

  
 
 

 

Min space between sequential workpiece 
Feed next workpiece after the first one passing 
this point 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Moving parts,keep your hand away. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Tools rotate in high speed, keep your hand 
away 

 

 
High temperature, do not touch 
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1、SYMBOLS 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The glue surface should not exceed 2/3 
height of the glue tank 
 

Moving direction of chain belt 
 

Beam up and down 
 

Do not trample the guard 
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1、SYMBOLS 

  

                  

        

 
       Outlet for collecting equipment 
 
 

  

 

 

 
   “Point for the forklift 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
                                      Power and air source must be cut off  

before opening the cover 
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Motor connecting 
 

 

Motor rotate direction 
 

 

Motor connecting 
 

 

Motor rotate direction 

DAILY NOTICE 
1. The operator must read the user's manual in 
details and the operator should pass the relevent 
technical trainings. 
2. The operator should notice and know  
meanings of all signs on the body of the machine  
3. When starting the machine the operator 
should confirm the voltage of the power and the 
air pressure.Check the air triplat whether it is 
necessary to add lubircant and drain water. 
4. After every shift, manintain and add the  
lubricating oil according to the requirement of the 
user's manual and the lubrication table. 
5. Before making all the  maintenance,shut off 
the power and air source,lock power switch and 
isolating valve in "off" position to avoid the 
unexpected starting. 
 

 
DANGER FOR 
ELECTRICITY 
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 SYMBOLS 

     
 
 
 

 
 
“Main switch” 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
System pressure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Material selecting 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Belt feeding air cylinder pressure 
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 SYMBOLS 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Needle feeding air cylinder pressure 
 

Edge banding or woodend strip air 
cylinder pressure 
 

Drive side pressing wheel air cylinder 
pressure 
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 SYMBOLS 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Drive side pressing wheel air cylinder pressure 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Front trimming unit down cylinder pressure  
 
 
 
 
 

Front trimming unit up cylinder pressure  
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 SYMBOLS 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rear end trimming unit down cylinder 
pressure 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Electricity danger 
 

Spillover valve for end trimming 
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2. Structure and Characteristic   
 

2.1 Machine Characteristic and Usage 
 
This is edging machine with high technical and efficiency, combining with electricity, 

pneumatic air system. It's mainly used for rolling enveloping belt, connecting with the 
wooden board, shaving board and middle density fiberboard. Because of this 
procedure, the side of the workpiece becomes smooth, durable and beautiful. 

This machine can complete the process of feed workpiece, edging, end trimming, 
rough trimming, (only for the model has this function) fine trimming, scraping (only for 
the model has this function) and buffing.  It can avoid the mistakes in hand processing. 
It also has the good qualities of high automation, high efficiency, high precise, beautiful 
appearance and stability of running, and working steady, so it's one of the important tool 
for manufacture of furniture. 
 

2.2 Machine structure 
 
This machine is combined with the parts of frame, transmission, edging, end cutting, 

rough trimming,(only for the model has this function) fine trimming, scraping (only for 
the model has this function)and buffing etc. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
1.Frame  2. Edging unit  3. End trimming unit  4. Rough trimming unit (only for the 

model has this function) 5. Fine trimming unit  6.Scrapping unit (only for the model has 
this function)  7. Buffing unit 
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2.3 Technical parameter 

Thickness of panel 10～50mm 

Height of belt 0.4-3mm(PVC) 

Max.thickness of timber 10mm(wooden strip) 

Min.width of panel ≥80mm 

Min.length of panel ≥160mm 

Feeding speed ≤15.5m/min（stepless） 

Air pressure 0.7Mpa 

Power supply 380V  3N/PE   50Hz 

Panel feeding motor 2.2KW 50Hz 

Glue spindle motor 0.75Kw 

End-trim motor 2×0.5KW   12000r/min  200HZ 

Rough-trim motor 2×1.1KW   12000r/min  200HZ 

Fine-trim motor 2×0.73KW  18000r/min  300HZ 

Buffing motor 2×0.18KW  1400r/min   50HZ 

Heating power of glue tank 2.3Kw 

Power of accessorial heater 0.12Kw 

Total power 7.43kw        10.39KW 

Total current 19A           20.78A     

Top/bottom cutter for rough-trim D=φ80     d=φ
006.0

017.020

  

Top/bottom cutter for fine-trim D=φ75     d=φ
006.0

017.020

  

Sawblade for end trim D=φ100     d=φ22 

Hot melt gule temperature (ref.) 180-200OC 

Outline size 

L*W*H(4380*1400*1545)（mm） 

L*W*H (4080*1400*1545)（mm） 

L*W*H (3600*1400*1545)（mm） 

Net weight About 2000Kg 

 

 

Noticing: The products are improving and innovating continuously, the information is 
subject to alternation witout prior notice. 
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2.4 Safety instruction 

 

2.4.1 Safety rules： 
 

The operator must read this manual carefully and understood well before operating. 
The security manager must assure that the operator can use the machine skillfully.  

1. The operator and maintenance man must be trained professionally，know the 

potential danger Well and acquire relative qualification certificate. 
2. The assembly person and the maintenance man must know this instruction 

completely and work strictly as required. 
3. Notice that some rotating or driving parts may move a long time because of the 

inertia, Maintenance and adjusting should only be performed after the dangerous 
moving parts stop completely. 

4. Stop the machine immediately，cut off the electric and air power and get it repaired, 

when the machine is abnormal or in trouble. 
5.The hoisting equipment should have enough capacity to transport disassemble and 

assemble.  

6. This machine must be used as appointed purpose and request，otherwise，severe 

danger may occur. 
7. Observe all the security instruction and warning label. Keep them in full and 

cleanness. 

8. Before starting the machine ，carry out the security check completely to confirm 

the shields and protector are normal. 
9. After repair, the protect device and shield must be fitted as before. 

10. Repairing , maintenance，adjusting and cleaning are not allowed unless the 

machine is stopped, all source are cut off and all moving parts has stopped. 
11. All replacing parts must be the provided with this machine or be constituted in this 

manual otherwise it will lead to danger or destroy the machine. 
12. Cut off the power source if the operator leave.  
13. Check all the electric supply circuits and grounded circuits frequently, and make 

sure all the electrical system is well insulated and liable grounded. The defective wire 
must be replaced in time. 

14.Don't use the machine in moist or flammable and explosive environment. 
Otherwise it will lead to serious danger. 

15. Keep the workplace clean and adequate lighting. 
16. Keep children and visitors away from the machine. The operator must be elder 

than 18 years old and can aware the danger of the machine. 
17. Do not operate the machine when the operator tired, after drinking or eating 

sleeping pill. 
18. The operator is not allowed to wear spacious cloth, tie, gloves, or jewelry (ring, 

bracelet watch etc). 
19. To prevent the long hair being drawn into the machine, it must be wrapped up by 

a hair cover. 
20. To recommend to wear personal protector such as hearing protection to avoid the 

danger of hearing descend. 
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2.4.2 Special security requirements 

 
1. Enough space must be left for the work piece outlet, at least 500mm longer than 

the longest work piece 
2. The specification of the saw blade, milling cutter, and cutting tool must be in 

accordance with EN847-1:1997 standard and the rated speed of tools should be no 
less than highest speed of their spindles. 
  3. Adjustment of the machine must be made by the qualified person according to this 
manual, and avoid touching the cutting tools and other dangerous movable parts. 

4．The machine must be connected with dust extraction system and make sure that 

the dust extraction system has worked before starting the machine.               
5. Cut off the power and lock the electrical source isolating switch and pneumatic 

isolating valve in the "OFF" position when replace cutting tools. 

  6．Cut off the pneumatic isolating valve and lock it in the "OFF" position when repair 

the pneumatic parts. 
  7. Check every safety interlocking switch, emergency stop switch, pneumatic 
pressure sensor, temperature control and make sure they are in good condition. If there 
is something abnormal, it must be repaired by qualified person, all the replacing parts 
must be that appointed in this manual.  

8. The working place must be in good ventilation and it must be connected with the 
external extraction equipment, the air flow of the dusty extraction must reach to 
1200m3/h., the operator must make sure that the dust extraction system has worked 
before startup the machine. 

9. Keep the cutting tools sharp. Replace the saw blade and cutting tools which is 
blunt, rusty or defective. Otherwise it will lead to danger. 

10. Do not process the work piece which is overstep the technical parameter or 
deformed. 

11. The rotating direction of saw blade, cutting tools, rag wheel must be accord to the 
show on the machine. Otherwise it will lead to danger. 

12. Feed the workpiece when the delivering system reaches to its highest rotate 
speed   

 
Warning:  
 
-It will lead to serious personal injury without following these rules. 
-There is possibility of extrusion and drawing in hazard between the delivery belt and 
the pressing wheel, do not touch these parts when the machine is running, otherwise it 
will lead to serious danger. 
-The isolating device of power source can't isolate the pneumatic source, close the 
isolating valve of air and release the remaining pressure before maintaining the 
pneumatic parts 
-Do not touch the surface of the heated glue tank after turn off the machine, as the 
temperature of the glue tank will be high for a long time 
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2.4.3 Surrounding limitation： 

 
 Workshop surround requirement. 
 

Voltage AC380V±10% Relative humidity 
90% without 

condensation water 

Frequency 50HZ 
height above sea 

level 
≤1000m 

Surrounding 
temperature 

0ºC-40ºC Storage temperature -25ºC-55ºC 

 

2.4.4 Noise announcement： 

 
      The noise measure standard is according to IS07960. 

   Under no-load the noise of this machine less than 82dB(A) 
 

2.4.5 Water-proof class：IP32. 

 
 

3.Transportation and Storage 
3.1 Machine storage： 

 
When storing the machine,please put the machine in warm and dry environment, 

and cover it by the plastic film. 
 

3.2 Machine transportation 
 

    （1）The machine can be transported by the forklift at the bottom. 

    （2）Putting two bars with adequate capacity through the two holes at the bottom of 

this  machine,and then use the hoisting rope to transport. 

   
Warning:  
-The hoisting and transport equipment must have enough capacity. 
-During the process of hoisting and transportation, please hoist slowly, put down lightly 
and keep the balance of the machine, otherwise it will affect the working precision, 
even destroy the machine.   

-In order to prevent personal injury, do not stand under or around the machine when 
hoisting and transporting. 
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4．Installation 
 

4.1 Machine installation： 
 
(1) Please confirm that the hoisting equipment has enough capacity and check whether 
it can work well before installation.  
 
(2) Do not stand under or around the machine when hoisting and transporting. 
 
(3) Please confirm that the weight of the machine is scattered averagely on the hoisting 
point.   
 
(4) Avoid the sudden movement which will cause the destroy or unbalance of the 
machine.  
 
(5) Keep away from the source of vibration.  
 
(6) The ground of workshop should be cemented and check whether its steady, avoid 
shaking after the horizontal adjustment. 
 
(7) The machine should be located near the power source, air intake, and the dust 
extraction system. The working place must be adequate lighted, and the light luminary 
is not less than 500Lx. It is recommended that the flow rate of the dust extraction 
system shall be more than 800m3/h, the velocity of flow is >20m/s. The diameter of the 
dust section hole is 100mm, pressure is more than 1100Pa, and air speed is more than 
12m /s.   
 
(8) The gas generated from the glue and waste glue should be disposed centralized, 
and accordance with the government laws. 
 
(9) Enough space must be left for installation and maintenance. The space is depended 
on the size of the working piece. 
 
(10) Around the machine, at least 500mm free space must be left. 
 
Warning: narrow working space might lead to serious personal injury. 
 
(11) For ensuring balance of machine, adjusting the bolts on the base of this machine 
after put the machine well and make sure the number of the horizontal fitting which is 
fixed in the middle of the working table is less than 0.10/1000. 
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4.2. Electric installations： 
 

★Circuitry installation： 

（1）The user should provide over pressure protector on the main power. 

（2）the voltage is ,380V 50Hz .The tolerance of voltage is ±10% ,the tolerance of 

frequency is ±0.5Hz. 

（3）Use HO7RN 5G,4mm2 copper cable as the input cord of power source. 

（4）The section area of the earthing conductor at least should be as large as the 

phase cord. 

（5）The earthen resistance is≤ 4Ω. 

（6）The input cable of the power source is connected with the socket in the machine 

base. 
    ★Checking before powered on 
    Check as follows before powered on 

（1）Check all movement parts to make sure that they move smoothly. 

（2）Check and make sure that all cutting tools are fixed reliably. 

（3）Every lubricated parts are in good condition. 

（4）The pressure indicator of pneumatic triplicate part should show at least 0.6Mpa 

（5）Edging and trimming cover should be in closed position 

 ★ Powered on：（see fig 3，Page 19）  

（1）Release all the emergency stop. 

（2）Turn on the main switch, then turn on control power switch A  when the 

protection cover is closed. 

★Start-up： 

（1）Put on the start button”H” for buffing motor, in spect the motor direction, the top 

buffing motor should rotate clockwisely, the bottom buffing motor should rotate 
unclockwisely. If the rotation direction is wrong,change the phase order of the power 
source and restart the machine as above.  

（2）When the motor rotaition direction is right, put the start button B for heating, set 

the temperature as required.  

（3）When the temperature reaches the working temperature,extend more 10 

minutes after the glue melts completely,then start the machine,otherwise the glue roller 
will be damaged. Then put on the start button “D”for belt feeding,then put on the relative 
buttons: additional heating C,end-trim E,rough-trim F,fine trim G,buffing H. The motor will 
run. 

★ Turn off： 

   （1）Turn off the switch for additional heating C, end trim E,rough trim F,fine trim 

G,buffing H and belt feeding. 

   （2）Turn off the control power switch A and to cut off the power. 

   （3）Turn off the main switch; the machine is isolated from power. 

   （4）Cut off the power supply。     

     ★Pneumatic system installation: 

   （1）Check the capacity of the gas source is more than 0.5m3/s the pressure of gas 

source is 0.5-0.6 Mpa 

（2）Plugging air pipe which the nozzle is smooth in the gas entrance. 
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5．USE AND ADJUSTMENT 
 

This machine has been adjusted precisely and tested strictly, do not  
adjust the machine at will. Sometimes, the machine has to be adjusted for this reason: 
the working procedure or the specification of the work piece has changed .This 
adjustment should be made by the qualified person who has been trained. 

 

5.1.Pressing beam adjustment( see fig 1) 
 
 1     2 2 
 

        
                                                
                                             1 

（fig 1）                           （fig 2）   

 

（1）adjusting bar  （2）handle bar （1）adjusting handle （2）round nut 

           
When the thickness of the board changed, it must have some suitable change for 

the height of the beam,accroding to the thickness of the board, make the value of the 
display is same as the thickness of the board. Using the special handle offered turn the 
adjustive handle(1). Circumvolve in clockwise, the upright board rises; circumvolve in 
unticlockwise,the upright board declines.     
 
 Notice:The belt height adjustment only can be adjusted without putting on the  

panel 
 

5.2.The back supporting fitting（see fig 2） 
 

The back supporter is mainly used for supporting large panel. It can be adjusted 
according to the width of the panel: Loose the handle(1),move it to the proper position, 
then lock the handle (1) tightly. 
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5.3. Control system（See Fig 4）： 
 
Press Switch A,the power supply is connected. 
Press heating switch B,the temp indicator BT will light.When the temp reach to the 
settled Value,press switch E,the conveyer belt will move,Turn on the  relevant 

switches: auxiliary heating C, pre-milling K, rough trimming H, end cutting F、front-corner 

rounding L, back-corner rounding M, buffing J and etc.,the relevant motor will run . 
 

 
Belt feeding speed adjustment  C      D    
 
 

 
 

  
 

图 4 

 
A 

 
B 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      E       F      G      H 
                              

（fig3） 

 

A、Power control switch  B、Heating switch   C、Additional heating   D、Belt feeding   

E、End trimming      F、Rough trimming      G、Fine trimming      H、Buffing 

 

Notice：The above control panel is only for MD515-6. 

        Other model according to the actual product. 
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5.4 Edging unit： 
 

The edging unit for automatic edging machine adopts the bottom heating type glue 
tank and spiral type glue feeding structure. To insure the glue feeding is equally and 
convenient. When use the pneumatic system, firstly push the device in front of the 
cylinder to the position of needle wheel, then push down the cylinder. The belt is fed 
under the actions of pressing roller and needle wheel. The belt is limited by a height limit 
block, adjusting the block properly so that the belt movement is smoothly and no 
excursion during belt feeding. End cutting adopts quick valve to make sure the cutting 
quickly. There are two kind of cutting style for choose: 

the straight wooden bar doesn't need to cut, the PVC band need to cut. A 
horizontal press wheel operated by pneumatic is used for pressing the belt on the 
workpiece, position and pressure of this press wheel are adjustable, to make a better 
stick. The following adjustments shall be carried out according to dimensions of belt and 
workpiece: 
 

5.4.1 Belt exceeding quantity adjustment.（see fig 4） 

 
 

  
 
 1 
 2 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 

（fig 4） 

（1）Connecting plate （2）Hexagon screw 

 
a. Release hexagon screw (2) 
 
b. According to the edge material and illustration(fig 4 position is the standard, this 

position is used for edging curled materials, it has been adjusted well in the 

factory, it is not necessary to move for curved materials）For wood strip edging 

materials, remove the connecting plate(1) of travel switch to the suitable position 

on the left, For curled edging materials（1）Remove accurately the connecting 

plate (1) of travel switch to the position sets in the factory. 
 

（Notice：the length of edging materials exceed the panel should be limited in 5mm） 

 
c.  After adjusting well, lock the hexagon screw(2). 
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5.4.2 Belt installation, adjustment and adjustment of auto feeding and cutting: 

 
Main material of edge band: PVC, thin board (veneer), curled belt, timber. 
 

5.4.2.1 Installation and adjustment of curled belt(see fig 5)： 

             1          2  3     4          5 
                                
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6 
 
 7 
 
 
 
 
 8 
 
 9 
 
 

 

（fig 5） 

 

（1）Small select bar      （2）PVC Height stopper    （3）Heat isolator  

（4）PVC feeding roller    （5）Guider （6）Cutter    （7）Stopper handle  

（8）Band feeding cylinder （9）Band pressing cylinder 

 

1）0.4-3mm height curled edge band: 

 
a. Turn the choosing switch to curled band position, cutter 6 will move along with 

traveling switch. 
b. Put the curled belt onto the material supporter. 
c. Adjust and lock the stopper handle 7. 
d. Belt goes through the Select bar (1), height stopper (2), Pressing cylinder (9), 

feeding cylinder (8), to the position of cutter(6); 
e. Adjust the height stopper (2) according to belt height; please notice that there 

should be some gap between the lowest position of stopper and belt; 
f. Adjust the belt guilder (5) according to belt height; please notice that there should 

be some gap between the lowest position of belt guider and belt. 
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5.4.2.2 Install and adjust wooden band (see fig 6)：  

 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 

 
 
 
 

  10 
 
 

  6 
  
 11 
  
 7 

 
 8 

 
 9 

 
  

 

（图 6） 

（fig 6） 

 

（1）Small select bar  （2）Height stopper （3）Heat isolator （4）feeding roller    

（5）Guider          （6）Cutter         （7）Stopper handle   

（8）Band feeding cylinder     （9）Band pressing cylinder  

 (10) Adjuster of band outer      (11) Inner hex bolt 
 

a.Turn the material choosing switch to wooden band. Then the cutter stop working    
b.Uninstall the heat isolator (3) and small selector bar (1). 
c.Loose the stopper handle (7) and make sure feeding cylinder (8) is free.. 
d.Put the wooden band on supporter. 
e.Loose the inner-hex bolt (11), adjust the device (10) to let only one wooden bar 

could be fed in, and lock bolt (11). To adjust the height stopper (2) according to the band 
height, please notice that there should be some gap between the lowest position of 
stopper and band. 

f.To adjust the guider device (5) according the height of band, please notice that there 
should be some gap to the edge band. 
    
NOTICE. Make sure that that the wooden strip length will be 30mm longer than panel. 
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5.4.2.3 Adjustment on the temperature of melting glue, (see fig 7) 

 
                  5 
               
                  6 
 
 

9 7 
                    10 

                   8 
                        

 
                       

     1      2   3   4 
                             

（fig7） 

1-Setting key  2-Figure setting  3-Reducing key   4-Increasing key  5-Actual data  
6-Setting data 7-Warnning lamp 2  8-Warnning lamp 1  9-Out put lamp  8-TCB lamp 
   

5.5.2.4  Usage of melting glue and temperature controlling 
 

a. The glue KS217 or KS215 which recommended is produced by Henkel. Dorns, it is 
used for edging enveloping. 

b. The working temperature of the recommended glue is 190-200%dC, at this 
temperature, the viscosity is the best; it is suitable for middy or slowly production. 

 

 (Notice: over 250%dC, the glue will decompose and lose efficacy) 
 

c. When the glue reach to the working temperature, wait 10min until the smearing 
glue roller reaches to working temperature before  starting the machine. otherwise the 
smearing glue roller will be damaged. 

d. The users should choose proper glue according to the edging enveloping material 
and safety environmental protection. And operate as the direction of the glue. 

e. Before use the glue, read the MSDS, know its function, emergency dealing 
measure, and their dispose must be in accordance with local law. 

 
5.4.3 Adjust the quantity of glue onthe roller 

（see fig 8）： 

 
Turn the Inner hex bolt (1) to proper position. 
Notice: turn this bolt in clockwise, glue reduce; turn it  
In counter-clockwise, glue increase. 

 
 

 
 1 

 
                                                            (fig 8) 
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5.4.4 Adjust the edging pressing wheel ( see fig 9): 
 

 
 
 
 
 

               1 
 3 

               2 
 
 

 

（fig 9） 

 

（1）Counter   （2）Adjusting handle  （3）Locking handle 

 
If there are some changes on the thickness of edge band, the fore-and-aft position of 

pressing roller should be adjusted accordingly: 
a. Loose the lock-handle (3) 
b. Turn the handle (2), until the value showed on the counter is the actual height of 

edge band. 
c. Tighten lock-handle (1). 

 
5.4.5 Adjust the working pressure of cylinder: 

 
   For there are changes on the edge band thickness, the working pressure of the 
pressing belt cylinder, pressing roller cylinder, cutting cylinder should be adjusted 
accordingly, The value range is as below: 

 

NO Parts Working pressure（MPa） 

1 Edging driven copy wheel 0.2—0.6 

2 Edging driving copy wheel 0.2—0.6 

3 Belt pressing cylinder 0.05—0.3 

4 Belt feeding cylinder 0.2—0.6 

5 Head trimming drop 0.2—0.3 

6 Head trimming up 0.3—0.4 

7 End trimming drop 0.1—0.12 

 

Special Notice: AS some edge band material is high sensitive to temperature, when 
the environment temperature is lower than 15%dC, the edging, cutting and so on 
may not work so perfect. TO avoid this problem, please improve the environment 
temperature of edge band bracket. 
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5.5 End cutting system 
 

The edging cutting system is used for cutting the front-end and back-end unwanted 
material. The system adopts high frequency motor (0.5KWX2 200HZ 12000RPM) and 
alongside model copying structure, and pledge the drawing section smooth .the edging 
cutting motor adopts importing cylinder, importing linear guider, and pledge the motor 
always in steady and precise working estate. 
The base of the motor adopts precise found, it pledge the intensity of the machine 
which longtime working needed.  The cutting angle is adjustable 0-12%d,it can satisfy 
the user demand. The edging cutting system combines head cutting (1) and tail cutting 
(2). 

  During the working, there may need some adjustment on the following parts:  
 

5.5.1 Adjustment on the front automatic cutting (see Fig.10)： 

 
                                           Panel feeding direction 

 
 
6 
 
7 
                                                                1 
 
                                                                2 
 
 
 
 
8                                                     3        3 
 
9                                                     4        4 

10 
                                                          5 

 

（fig 10） 

（1）Head cut adjust handle  （2）Head cut lock handle （3）Head cut adjust bolt 

（4）Head cut motor  （5）Head cut locking board    （6）Tail cut adjust handle 

（7）Tail cut locking handle （8）Tail cut adjust bolt 

（9）Tail cut motor  （10）Tail cut lock board  

 

1. The edge band thickness is 1-10mm: (0 0 is the angle between blade cutter locking 
board surface.) 

A. Adjustment of 0 0 for head cut, (0 0 has been adjusted well before leave 
factory.)Loose the handle (1) and handle (2), move motor (4) and make sure blade 
cutter is vertical with panel feeding direction, and then lock handle (1) and (2). Adjust 
bolt (3) and make sure blade cutter and board (5) working on same level.    
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B. Adjustment of 0 0 for tail cut, (0 0 has been adjusted well before leave factory.) 
Loose the handle (6) and handle (7), move motor (9) and make sure blade cutter is 
vertical with panel feeding direction, and then lock handle (6) and (9). Adjust bolt (8) and 
make sure blade cutter and board (10) working on same level.  
 

2. The edge band thickness is less than 1mm. (12 0 is the angle between blade cutter 
locking board surface.) 

A . Adjustment of 12 0 for head cut, Loose the handle (1) and handle (2) under the 

condition that 0 0 was adjusted well, move motor (4) clockwise, and make sure the 

angle between blade cutter and panel feeding direction is 12 0 ,(only make the block near 
handle 2 to the end of arc groove.) and then lock handle (1) and (2).  

B. Adjustment of 12 0 for tail cut, (12 0  is the angle between blade cutter locking board 
surface.) 

Loose the handle (6) and handle (7) under the condition that 0 0  was adjusted well, 
move motor (9) anticlockwise, and make sure the angle between blade cutter and panel 

feeding direction is 12 0,(only make the block near handle 7 to the end of arc groove.) 
and then lock handle (6) and (7). 
 

5.5.2 Adjustment on the head cutting cylinder: 
 
Adjust the working pressure of the front and back cutting cylinder to 0.2-0.3Mpa by 
turning the decompressing valve. The most prefect condition is that when you start the 
system, both cutting system can be slowly raised, and the cutting system can track 

completely and the workpiece can not be pushed askew。 

 

5.6 Rough trimming system (some model don’t has this function) 
 

The edging trimming system of this machine is used for trimming the upside and 
downside unwanted material. The system adopts high frequency motor ( 1.1kw×2 
200hz 12000rpm) and profiling copy structure, and pledge the cutting surface 
smooth .the profiling has been adjusted precisely before leave factory, but in the 
working process it will adjust such parts as the specification and the nature of the 
material will change . 

 

5．6．1 Adjustment on Top and bottom rough trimming（see fig11）： 

 
                                

 
 
 
 

  
                                                             
  
 
 

（see fig11） 

(1) Bottom trim up & down move 
(2) Top trim up & down move 
(3) Top trim front & back move 
(4) Bottom trim front & back move 
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Adjustment as following: ( Notice: this unit has been adjusted well before leave factory) 
 

A .Adjust handle (1) and make the bottom trim cutter close with panel (in right position 
to trim well). Adjust handle (2) and make the top trim cutter close with panel. (in right 
position to trim well ) 
B. Adjust handle (3) and make the top trim cutter in right position to trim well. Adjust 

handle (4) and make the bottom trim cutter close with panel. (in right position to trim 
well ) 

 
NOTICE: When this unit won’t be used. Only adjust handle (3) and handle (4) and make 
sure the cutter is out of cutting area. 

 

5.7 Adjustment on Top and bottom fine trimming（see fig 13）（fig 14）：  
 
                                  1        2      3    4 
 

 
 

  5 
 

 
7 6 

 
 

 
      8  
 

 
 
 

      9 
 
 
                                10   11     12     

 
 
  

                        

                                     （fig 13 ) 
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 10 
 
 11 
 
 12 

13 
 

 
 

（fig14）   
 

1.Top trim side-press wheel handle      2.Bottom trim press wheel handle    
3. Bottom trim side-press wheel handle   4. Bottom trim thin belt fix handle   
5 Bottom trim thin belt block.  6 Bottom trim thin belt mat. 7 Bottom trim cutter handle    
8. Thick belt handle    9. Top trim cutter handle   10. Top trim thin belt mat   
11. Top trim thin belt block   12 Bottom trim thin belt fix handle  
13. Bottom trim side-press wheel handle 
 
1. Thick belt (more than 3mm)  
 

a . Turn handle (8) according to the belt thickness, and make sure the figure on the 
counter is same with the belt thickness  

b.  Turn handle (1) and (2) clockwise, trim quantity will be small, turn those two 
handle anticlockwise, trim quantity will be big. 

c. Normally, Handle (7) and (9) won’t be adjusted if the curve cutter is R3 or less R3. 
 

2. Thin belt (less than 3 mm ) 
 

a. Turn handle (8) and make the counter show 3mm. 
b. Loose handle (4) (12), move mat (6) (10) outside according to belt thickness. 

Insert a small piece from working belt between (6) (10) and (5) (11), tight (4)(12) lightly, 
move out small belt and tight handle (4)(12). 

c. Adjust handle (1)(2) and make sure top and bottom trim working properly. 
d. Normally, Handle (3) and (13) won’t be adjusted if the curve cutter is R3 or less R3. 
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5.7.1 Trimming cutter working and panel feeding is opposite. (see fig 15) 
 

 
( fig 15 ) 
 

5.8 Scraping unit (some model don’t has this function) 
 

The scraping system of this machine is used for scraping the tracks caused by the 
abnormal motion. It makes the top and bottom edge smooth. During the working 
process, the following parts will be adjusted: 

 

5.8.1. Adjustment on top and bottom scraping knives:（see fig 16）： 

 
            1 

   2 
 
 
 
 

       3 
 

      4 

                        （fig 16） 

 
 5 

   
 
 
 

 
 

 (1) Top cutting quantity handle      (2) Bottom cutting quantity handle  
(3) Top cutter handle  (4) Different belt handle  (5)Bottom cutter handle 
 

Adjustment： 

 
a. Turn handle (4) according to belt thickness, and make sure the figure on the 

counter is same with the belt thickness  
b. Adjust handle (1)(2) and make sure top and bottom scraper working properly. 
c. Normally, Handle (3) and (13) won’t be adjusted if the curve cutter is R3 or less R3. 
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5.9 Buffing unit： 

 
The polishing system of this machine is used for buffing the processed boards. The 

polishing parts are made up of two motors with cotton polishing wheel. They polish the 
enveloping belt upside and downside separately. During the working process, the 
following parts will be adjusted. 
 

5.9.1 Adjustment on buffing unit (see Fig.17)： 

 1 
 
 2 
 
 
 
 3 
 
 
 
 

         
4 

 
          5 

 
          6 
 
 

              

（fig 17） 

(1) Top buffing up & down handle    (2)  (3)  (5)  (6) Inner hex bolt 

（4）Bottom buffing up & down handle. 

 

1．Buffing unit front and back position： 

 
 a. Loose bolt (3) (5) 

  b. Move the motor to good position 
  c. Tighten screw (3) (5) 
 
2. Up and down position for buffing unit.   
             

a. Loose (2)(6) 

b.Turn handle(1)(4) to move the motor             （fig 18 ） 

up and down to good position. 
c.Tighten screw (2)(6). 

                                              

5.9.2 Buffing unit working and panel feeding is opposite.（see fig 18）：   
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6．Daily maintenance 
 

To prolong the life time of the machine, it should be maintained regularly. 
! Before repairing, disconnect the main power and air source and lock up isolating 
device in "off" position to prevent the machine moving accidentally.  
! The dust collecting and gas collecting equipment must be used when the machine 
working 
! Cleaning the machine periodically will prolong the usage life and ensure to precision 
as well. Clean and check the machine after every shift. The machine should be 
cleaned and checked carefully at least one time a week. 
! Check the wearing conditions of the saw blade, trimming cutter, scraping cutter, and 
polishing wheel. Make sure that the machine is always in a well working condition.   
! Only the qualified person who knows the danger and risks is allowed to repair this 
machine. 
! The users can only use the parts or components provided with the machine, 
otherwise it may lead to dangerous condition. 
 
The specific method refer to the maintenance form 

 

Maintenance form 

no Schedule Area Operation ways Lubricant 

1 After per working day Whole machine 

a.Clean the bits and wiping  
b.Clean the bits on the chain 

and track  
c.Clean the bits on the 
  driving parts 
d.Clean the glue near the 
 tank  

e.Smear rust resistant oil on 
  each working surface  

Rust resistant oil 
3# MoS2.GREASE 

2 
Each 80 working 
hours 

Main glue tank 
Inject high-temperature oil 
with oil-gun to beeline  
axletree 

3# MoS2.GREASE 

Edge driving 
press wheel 

Injecting high-temperature 
oil with oil-gun to oil cup 

3# MoS2.GREASE 

3 
Each 200 working 
hours 

Glue tank  
driving chain 

Check the chain tension Adjust timingly 

4 
Each two months 
(400 working hours) 

Feeding track 
Inject oil with oil-gun  
to the moving tank 

3# MoS2.GREASE 

Feeding track 
 

Check the chain tension, 
adjust if need 

3# MoS2.GREASE 

Driving 
decelerate 
motor 

Check or replace the  
lubricating oil in gear case 

50#-70# industrial  
gear wheel oil 

5 
 

Each 2000 
working hours 

Driving 
decelerate 
motor 

Replace the lubricating oil in 
gear case 

50#-70# industrial  
gear wheel oil 

6 
Check timing 
when the liquid 
position low 

Triplicate parts Fill the cup of 3/4 capacity Mobil ISO VG32 
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7．Troubles shooting guide 
 

7．1 Defect and remedy on edging system： 

DEFECT REASON & REMEDY 

Glue can't reach the 

required temperature： 

 

1, Heating pipe damaged. Check and replace heating 
pipe.  
2, Neutral line is cut. Heating elements will be burned 
within little time if neutral line is cut. Check and connect 
neutral line. 

3, Thermocouple damaged. Check and replace it. 
4, Temperature indicator damaged. Check and replace it. 

Glue on panel is 
too much 

Feeding glue too much 
Adjust the quantity of glue  
Delivery on the smearing 
glue roller 

Belt and workpiece 
pastenot steady 

Feeding glue too less 
Adjust the quantity of glue 
delivery on the smearing  
glue roller 

Pressure of banding  
pressing roller is not  
enough 

Increase pressure of the  
banding pressing roller 

Workpiece is too moist or 
oil on it. 

Replace the panel 

Glue not melt completely.  
Increase temperature and 
make glue melt completely. 

Glue is easy to be 
carbonized 

Setting temperature is 
too high 

Reset the temperature in  
right way 

Cutters is not working 

1, Air pressure is abnormal, check and make sure air 
source is connected correct and sufficient.    
2, Solenoid damaged. Replace solenoid. 
3, Connection of solenoid is abnormal. Check and make 
sure the valve cable is fixed. 
4, Micro switch of Solenoid is damaged. Check and make 
sure micro switch is working. 
5, Model switch not correct. Select correct model. 
6. Cylinder damaged. Replace cylinder. 

Belt at the back-end is 
not enough 

The position of micro 
switch which control 
feeding material and 
cutter is not correct. 

Adjust micro switch in correct 
position. 
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7．2 Defect and remedy on end cutting system： 

 

DEFECT REASON & REMEDY 

Motor and rise to cutting 
position. 
 

1, Air pressure is abnormal, check and make sure air 
source is connected correct and sufficient.   

2, Decompress valve adjusted wrongly. Check and 
adjust it correctly. 

3. Solenoid damaged. Replace solenoid. 
4, Connection of solenoid is abnormal. Check and 

make sure the valve cable is fixed. 
5, Micro switch of Solenoid is damaged. Check and 

make sure micro switch is working. 

Belt is shorter than the 
panel 

Belt bulge or shrink  
because of 
temperature change 

adjust the end cutting unit 
according to experience and 
temperature 

End cutting is not perfect 
or different. 

1, Locking handle move. Fix the handle. 
2.Impurity on the profiling model. Clean the profiling 

model.  

 

7．3 Defect and remedy on trimming system： 

                              

DEFECT REASON REMEDY 

Trimming of panel is not 
continued 

Profiling can't follow 
the tracks of panel 
surface 

Increase the profiling 
pressure 

Trimming at beginning isn’t 
perfect 

Position of profiling 
changed 

Readjust profiling position 

There is gap on the edge 
Trimming cutter broken  
or belt too wide 

Polish the cutter or replace 
it, choose belt with proper 
width 

System shaking 

wrong installation or 
the cutter aren’t 
balance or the tension 
pressure is less 

Check the system or make 
moving balance for cutters, 
adjusting tension pressure 
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7.4 Defect and remedy on buffing system 

 

DEFECT REASON & REMEDY 

Buffing effect is not 
prefect. 

Buffing wheel position not 
correct. 

Adjust the position. 

Buffing wheel was worn Replace new wheel. 

 
 

7.5 Defect and remedy of electrical system  ： 
 

DEFECT REASON & REMEDY 

Machine is not working 

1.Power stop button damaged. Replace new card. 

2.Pressure is not sufficient。Pressure relay was 

adopted in this machine. The setting data is 
0.4Mpa. Machine can’t working if pressure lower 
than 0.4Mpa. 
3.Electrical cable is abnormal. Check and make 
sure No phase missing.  

The feeding chain can't 
start or stop while running 

1.Conveyer belt button is damaged. Replace 
control panel. 
2.Temperature hasn’t reached to setting data. 
Waiting longer time. 
3.Two panels distance is small. The min distance 
should be 600mm between two panels. 
4.Tail trim hasn’t reached well position. Make the 
tail trim unit in original position. 
5.Conveyer or gluing motor damaged. Replace 
conveyer or gluing motor. 
6.Conveyer or gluing inverter damaged. Check and 
make the inverter in well condition. 

The inverter can't start or 
stop in moving 

1.Fault alarm. Check remedy relevant inverter  
2.Circuit is abnormal. Check and make sure the 
control circuit is well. 
3.Inverter motor damaged. Replace inverter motor 
and make sure power source is well. 
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Packing list  
 
 

1.one set Automatic Edging Machine; 
 

   2.one set of manual book. 
 
   3.one set of quantified certification 
 
   4.one set of tool 
 
   (1)hexagon screw keys (GB5356-85) 
     S=2. 5,3,4,5,6,8,10 each has one piece 
 
   (2)double heads spanner(GB4388-84) 
     8-10, 12-14, 17-19 each has one piece 
 
   (3)Handle (HY8310.24); 

B-17*17*160  one piece. 
 

   (4)Cruciform screw driver (GB1433-78); 
SS100*5,  each has one piece. 

 
   (5)Air gun and pipe   One set. 
 
 
   


